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ARM PAIN
I was first introduced to the HTE
Products in March 2009 when my
friend, Karen invited Elaine,
another friend, and me to her
home for lunch; and an
unexpected surprise of a lifetime
happened. My first experience on
the SOQI Bed was AWESOME!! I
felt totally relaxed and yet highly energized; and all my
stress was completely gone. Oh what a wonderful
feeling. ABSOLUTELY UNBELIEVABLE!
The most recent pain that I had been coping with for the
past few years was in the area of my right arm, around
my collar bone and radiating down into my upper arm
muscle. Karen suggested that I try the Electro Reflex
Energizer. After only about 30 minutes with my feet on
the footpads and the electro pads on the pain areas, I felt
my severe pain was much relieved. The following
morning I was so very amazed because I was able to
now lift my right arm over my head again, do windmills
with my arm and also comb my hair with absolutely no
pain. INCREDIBLE RESULTS!! I have also had sinus
problems for many years, unable to breathe through my
nose, along with a horrible bad sour taste in my mouth.
Karen sent me home with the HotHouse to try and use.
After faithfully using and enjoying the effects of the
HotHouse; within one week of much blowing of much
nasal secretions, the congestion and bad breathe was
completely cleared. I'm so very happy to be able to
breathe through my nose again! I truly praise the Lord for
such relief!! I was so thankful to Karen for giving us the
awesome opportunity to try and utilize these miraculous
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I am a distributor of HTE for over
three years. HTE devices have
been a revelation to me because
through them I found myself, my
joy, and especially 'HOPE' to live
in good health the last quarter
century of my life. Thank you to my
friend Louise Gervais who
introduced me to the Chi Machine in February 2007. I
was very skeptical at first and not at all prepared to
invest money in buying these devices. At this time, I
suffered from arthritis in my back and hips. I also
suffered from severe knee pain and I was so weak that I
was considering buying a wheelchair. After only four
sessions of two minutes twice a day on the Chi Machine,
I gained back energy in my legs and after 5 days I did
not need help getting up in the bath. My first thought was
'I cannot afford to live without the Chi Machine'. I
immediately bought a Chi Machine and now I use all
devices in the multi-energy concept of HTE once or twice

HTE devices. My friend, Elaine also was happy to share
that she too felt some incredible results! After sharing all
my unbelievable experiences of relief with my husband,
Oliver; we both immediately knew that we definitely
needed and wanted these HTE Home Health Products to
use in our home and to share with others. To date we
currently have purchased an Advanced ERE, Chi
Machine and FirPad. Karen had lent us a HotHouse and
E-Power. Utilizing these modalities has now become our
lifestyle! I am so delighted to share the results. It has
been PHENOMENAL!!
In January of 2009, I was involved in an auto accident,
resulting in whiplash; causing more neck and lower back
pain. After a long procedure of waiting lists with the
insurance company and medical staff; I finally was able
to begin weekly physiotherapy treatments. It was around
this time that we started using the amazing HTE devices.
By persistently utilizing the Advanced ERE, the Chi
Machine and the HotHouse, my physiotherapist
immediately noticed the change in my neck and lower
back after only several treatments. He was interested to
know what else I was using other than the weekly
exercise program he had prescribed, to bring about the
sudden change. Consequently I only needed six
treatments and to my amazement my pain was TOTALLY
GONE!! I am delighted to be able to share with everyone
that for three months now I have been ABSOLUTELY
PAIN FREE and have not had to use ABSOLUTELY NO
PAIN MEDICATION! To my amazement and joy this is
still UNBELIEVABLE!!!
Gloria Lepine,
Manager Level Distributor
Birch Hills, SK

a day every day. Gradually all the pain in my body has
disappeared completely. My health has greatly improved.
Blood pressure returned to normal. The leg cramps and
pain from arthritis in my back and hips have completely
disappeared and the knee pain as well. The SOQI
wristband has diminished my pain to 90% from tunnel
carpal in my wrist.
I experienced a severe glaucoma attack once again even
with the use of a natural eye drop product that I applied
in my eyes to prevent a glaucoma attack in the first
place. I placed the HotHouse over my eyes during my
treatment sessions.
A year later during my routine examination, two
specialists have confirmed the complete cure of
glaucoma in my eyes to their great surprise! Thank you
to Louise Gervais for her help and support to me and my
team. Thank you to my team as well because it's all
thanks to you and your great work that I promoted to
president. It is team work. I love you.
Cecile Presse
President Level Distributor
Rouyn Noranda, QC

Major Back Injury
God is great! For many years I
have suffered from a major back
injury. In 2002 I was told there
was nothing that could be done
for me. You will have to live with
the pain, and prepare for a wheel
chair. (I refuse to take pain pills)
What a blow that was to hear, as I am by nature a
“work-aholic” and was not ready to sit down. My wife
Patricia who is a bit of a nut had me try all sorts of
natural remedies and seeing all sorts of natural
practitioners. She also tried every way possible to detox
the body so it could help repair itself but nothing seemed
to take away the pain. Sleeping became almost
impossible, and it really started to show how bad I was
getting. We never stopped praying and in the beginning
of 2005 my wife Pat purchased an Advanced ERE, and
then a Chi Machine, signing up under (now President) Al
Doan who introduced us to the HTE. She then went one
step further and MADE me try the Advanced ERE.
I started with 15 minutes twice a day, and before long I
was using it 30 minutes twice a day, wide open. By now I
was noticing less pain but did not want to say anything
because I could not believe foot pounding could help my
back. I went to the next step and tried the Chi Machine
but it needed a little help so we bought a HotHouse, one
was good but two stacked on top of each other was
great. Eventually the Chi Machine and I became good
friends, thanks to the healing rays of the HotHouse. The
better I felt the more I used all the modalities and the
more I used them the better I felt. As friends and family
noticed the new me they became very interested in what
we were doing and that was the start of our life time
dream. We both knew that one day we would be working

Back Pain
The opportunity to work with the
HTE medical devices has given
me the chance to help my clients
and myself. With these medical
devices, I was able to deal with
some of the medical issues that I
was challenged with. I used the
SOQI bed and the Far Infrared technology to relieve my
back pain, sleep better and improve my energy levels.
My professional practice, as a medical technologist, has
found my clients who have experienced similar issues.
By introducing them to the SOQI Bed, the HotHouses,
and the Chi machine, I have been able to help them too.
I first got involved in HTE as a distributor using only 1

from home, but helping people at the same time was a
bonus. We set up one “SOQI” bed and made one for
three grand HotHouses in the basement and we were in
business. People never heard of HTE so we opened our
doors with a few free treatments so people could experience the SOQI feeling. From there we set the garage up
as our “SOQI Home Spa” now using four SOQI beds. I
like working with the husband and the wife showing them
what would be best for them both. I believe that everyone on earth would benefit using the HTE modalities and
that is how I approach everyone coming through our
doors. This is where my story became a little harder for
me. As I was blessed with the great news of the promotion to president a special young man gave up the fight
to cancer. They e-mailed me and asked for my testimony
and my mind went blank. So Pat comes to my rescue
and spends the day writing my story through her eyes
which opened my eyes. This story is the best of us both
and in memory of a very special friend. Josh was a
supervisor with HTE and we hope to keep his dream
alive. My desire is to reach out to the younger generation
and teach them about prevention and show them what
Josh saw in HTE. Thank you Peter Poon for all the time
you spent, doing presentations and educating us, to my
fellow HTE members who made it all possible, I give you
a special THANK YOU, and of course to HTE for coming
to Canada. I use the SOQI bed, Chi Machine, Advanced
ERE, and the E-Power for many hours every day to keep
going but at least I can keep going. Through the grace of
the LORD I can do any thing now that I use to do, it just
takes a little longer.
Peter Danchak
President Level Distributor
Tillsonburg, ON

Chi Machine and 1 HotHouse. I promoted these 2
devices to friends, family, and associates. Later, I soon
realized the power of the SOQI Bed, which combines 3
HotHouses, 1 Chi Machine, and I complimented it with a
Fir Pad. Today, I explain to others that through the SOQI
Bed, you can maximize the benefits of using Far Infrared
technology to help your medical conditions.
I recommend scheduling regular appointments and
offering demos on the equipments. I also encourage
other distributors to do the same thing. Those who
choose not to become distributors, enjoy the products
for the personal use. But, those who do became
distributors, enjoy the products for personal use and
enjoy the commission for personal wealth!
Santé Mobile A-1 (Antonio Izzo)
Manager Level Distributor
Laval, QC
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Back Pain
The past 20 years
have been extremely
stressful and
depressing. In the
past 5 or so years I
have had the
experience of having
doctors refuse to help
me. Add to that the 3 years in Alberta it took me to prove
who I was to get health care, after having it for at least
15 years. The results of this and many, many horror
stories there put me in a very bad way all around. Before
I had started using the Chi Machine I suffered from:
BACK PAIN - for 20 years I could not lay on my back for
more than 2 minutes without feeling excruciating pain.
The pain was in both the upper and lower back. It would
irritate me if someone touched my back. I couldn't wear a
bra, even clothes touching it would irritate me. It would
put me in a bad mood. Doing dishes or walking too far
made it unbearable. I would make a wrong move and put
my back out easily. I couldn't lift much. At times it would
feel like my back was so swollen it would explode. My
tailbone was destroyed by childbirth - twice, and I fell
down carpeted stairs 3 times, using my tailbone as
landing gear. HIP PAIN - for 10 years I have not been
able to lie on either side for much more than 10 minutes
or so without feeling pain. At night I would be lucky to
sleep for 2 full hours. I would wake up and my hip would
be so painful it would take a long time to go back to
sleep, and this was with both hips. Made for a very long
night, not being able to lie on my back.
Walking was painful, and if I went far, later I would be in
so much pain it would be hard to stand up. This would
make my back hurt more. KNEE, LEGS and FEET - my
ankles have always been on the weak side and I have
twisted them many times. I have had 3 bad twists in the
past dozen years. The last one left a scar the size of a
loonie on the outside of my ankle bone. For at least a
dozen years, my feet have been very sore. If I'm not
careful how I move them they will lock up. The tops will
feel like there are 2 plates grinding on top of each other
and I have to find a way to move the foot to relieve it. It
is very painful.
A constant feeling of a knife slicing the insole of both my
feet. This happens in one spot and never changes place.
Sometimes it's more worse than others. I could always
feel my feet swell up. My knees built big sore lumps on
the back of them. It comes and goes. The inside of my
left leg joining my hip has a bump that has come and
gone for the past 10 years. I think it's a hernia. When it
comes back, I can't stand straight. For at least a dozen
years I have not been able to stretch from my hips down
without getting a major cramp in my feet and legs, and
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sometimes it felt like my back wanted to
join. Cramps in my feet would wake me up
almost nightly. I'd get cramps in the calves
when I walked too much or too hard (up

hill).
DEPRESSION - I have been depressed for at least 20
years. The past 15 years I have cried a minimum of twice
a day. In the past 5 or so years doctors have given me
different pills that I could not tolerate more than a week.
My gut would feel like there was a beach ball in it and
someone was trying to blow it up. Not very long ago, I
was so depressed I was crying constantly. I never went
anywhere because I could break into tears so easily and
my eyes were always swollen. I was so depressed I
couldn't be bothered to do much of anything, including
housework. I would have to push myself to do anything. I
didn't care much about anything, everything I fought so
hard for was lost, and the people who caused it all are
still running free. I couldn't think about it without breaking
into tears, and I couldn't get it out of my mind.
I am deadly allergic to wasps. Before I escaped Alberta, I
considered not using the epi-pen if I got stung again. CHI
MACHINE - I basically started using it full time twice a
day on June 13th, 2012. I had used it off and on for a
few minutes a day before that. By June 8th, 2012 my
back felt stronger and I think less pain. Although my legs
still hurt a lot, the cramps in my feet and legs are
noticeably fewer. None have woken me in the night. With
my depression, I have only cried 4 times, and not woken
once to tears. I have a little more energy I even feel a
little better about life.
HOTHOUSE - Beginning of July. FEELS SOOOOOOO
GOOD!! Each time I use it, I feel better. I feel the pain
better too. The pain from old wounds not properly
healed. The first 3 days hit every place that I had one
time in my life hurt or broken. It is now July 11th, I still
have bad pain in the really bad places, but it IS less and
even easier to handle. I can breathe better. I CAN sit out
in the heat and sun comfortably. I would feel sick before
and even come close to passing out after 10 minutes or
so. I'm amazed with that one. I've found that certain
things can still bring me down, but I can handle it much
better. I have much more energy. POWER EYES - July
7th, 2012. 15 minutes a day. In Alberta I was diagnosed
with borderline glaucoma. I was recently tested in Ont,
they said not. I have been wearing glasses for about 30
years. It will be interesting to see the change in my next
test. It has been 5 days and there is improvement!! I can
tell by the distance I am to my keyboard writing this. I
can't wait to never need my glasses to find my glasses
ever again!! Thank you Dr. Inoue and everyone involved
with this gift.Thank you big brother for introducing me to
this amazing....gift.
Anette Danchak
Distributor Level
Delhi, ON

Major Back Injury
Dear HTE family,
I have a Retail Health
Foods Store and Health
Practice (Journey of
Health) in Calgary.
People stopped into my
store and tried to tell
me about the Chi
Machine in 2002 but I
was not interested, until
doctors had taken all
recovery hope away from my mom, Phyllis Dahl. (She
was left in constant pain and in a wheelchair after eight
years and ten major surgeries, including Mayo Clinic and
hyper baric oxygen therapies, had all failed to get her on
her feet after a horse riding injury to her pelvis and back
at age 53.)
When she said her ‘life was not worth living’ I had to
agree but could not say that, then I was astonished to
hear my voice say ‘wait mom, I know of something that
might help you’ – WHAT? ‘Why wouldn’t the doctors
know of it?’ “I don’t know but they don’t know every thing,
I am going to order some equipment from Japan for you’
OH NO – NOT THE CHI MACHINE! Now I might injure
her more if I try that, I thought. But I did make her a
promise, I had better keep it, so I called the distributor
and placed an order for a super combo, after inquiring
further about the 14-day money back guarantee. She
had a hard time starting out but persisted and found that
it might be helping, ‘there goes my money back
guarantee’ I thought. After awhile she did not need her
pain medications, then she went from wheelchair to
crutches to canes to one cane to no cane in 24 months!
Her results have brought many people to the HTE family
and she now has a beautiful SOQI Home Spa that she
enjoys everyday.

Back and Knees

Flashing back to 2003, I began to demonstrate the
equipment and was amazed at the consistent excellent
results. My arthritis went completely away using the
equipment, and so have many other problems, please
review some of these testimonies at my website;
www.journeyofhealth.net. The HTE business has really
boosted my professional health results and profits. I also
seem to be getting younger each year, halleluiah! I offer
a premium service called Live Blood Analysis where my
research microscope led me into a high-raw diet before I
had even heard of this health trend. Four years ago my
wife Tonya began teaching Practical and Gourmet Raw
Food
preparation and nutrition at my store. We are now
blessed with a two-year-old daughter and plan to have
many more as I start into my fifties. There is a wonderful
synergy to healing the body with appropriate food and
the HTE Energy Therapy equipment.
Previously, I tried to explain the reasons why the equipment works so well, but now I say that our foods are
types of condensed energies, and our bodies can use
the HTE equipment’s clean energy to help heal our cells
directly, in effect bypassing the digestion, but healing the
digestion,
elimination and all other body functions at the same time!
If I had focused more on the HTE business I would have
become a president much sooner, but as you can see I
have a full life, and am so glad for the solid integrity of
the HTE equipment and their opportunities to grow. I did
attend the spectacular 2006 San Francisco convention, I
hope to renew and make many new friendships at the
Niagara Falls convention. Thank you Peter Poon and
HTE CANADA!
Cody Dahl
President Level Distributor
Calgary, AB

My name is Henry Vrugteveen. I have been using the
HTE equipment - mainly the Chi Machine, HotHouse,
and FIR Lumbar Cushion for almost a year now. By
using this
equipment, I have completely eliminated my chiropractor
appointments and it also has really helped ease my
constant pain in my back and knees.
I am a transport truck driver and take the FIR Lumbar
Cushion with me in the truck and use it as I'm driving. I
don't get stiff or sore from it and can drive for several
hours at a time. My future goal is to pursue this full time
as a home based business.
HENDRIEKUS VRUGTEVEEN,
Supervisor Level Distributor
Norwich, Ontario
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Bladder Cancer
In November 2009, we heard
about HTE through Friends
we met at Polka Festivals.
We first attended a meeting
in Prince Albert where we
purchased a Chi Machine and
an Advanced ERE to improve
our "dancing" stamina and
our overall health.
In November 2010, my husband
was diagnosed with bladder cancer. He underwent an
operation to remove a malignant tumor. After
consultation, doctors suggested that his bladder, prostate
and lymph nodes be removed completely and that he
undergo chemo and radiation therapies. This was not an
option for him. These procedures would no doubt inhibit
and restrict his mobility and active lifestyle. We then
considered alternative methods and realized that HTE
had what we needed. Although we were already
distributors, we had not paid much attention to the other
HTE devices as the ones we already had were good
enough for us at the time. However, this event spurred
us into investigating and researching information about
the SOQI Bed and we purchased it shortly after. My

Stroke in the eye
On February 7th, 2010 at
approximately 10:30 am, I
experienced a discomfort to
the right side of my head as
I was driving in to Prince
Albert. From that point on I
was seeing double. In order
not to see double I covered
one eye. On February 8th I
saw an optometrist and after
a complete examination he
referred me to an eye
surgeon. On February 10th, I
went to see my family doctor
who sent me to the hospital to see a specialist who, after
consultation with a neurosugeon, sent me to see him for
further examinations. I was told at that time that I had
suffered a stroke to the sixth optic nerve of my right eye.
This affected my eye movement causing it to turn inward.
I was further informed that the damage should repair
within six to eight months.
On February 12th, I started to use Power Eyes on max
setting for 15 minutes each morning. On February 16th, I
saw the eye surgeon and was fitted with a special prism
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husband would use the bed 5 hrs a day and followed a
homeopathic treatment faithfully for 1 year. Doctors are
dumbfounded! His last check-up resulted in a cancer free
diagnosis! In fact, the specialist had told him he was nuts
to go this route and that he would be dead in 6 months.
Well, I guess they were wrong, this time. We know that
this does not mean that it may not come back; however,
it definitely gave him a more positive and less restrictive
treatment plan. It has also given him more time to do the
things he enjoys doing. The news of his results spread
quickly and at first we were leery of telling people what
he had done for fear of being considered crazy. We
quickly realized that by not sharing our miraculous story
we were denying others of healthier alternatives for their
own health issues. Not only have we seen positive
results in others which makes us very happy, our
business has grown giving us extra income for us to
enjoy what we love to do…dancing! Who says retirement
means living in a senior home....not for us ...at least not
yet!
Diane Bussiere
Manager Level Distributor
Wakaw, SK

lens on my right eye.
He agreed that it
would take the
damage six to eight
months to repair. On
February 24th, I
returned to my family
doctor for a follow-up
consultation and also to the eye surgeon at which time I
was fitted with a weaker prism lens. March 3rd, I had a
follow-up appointment with the specialist that I had seen
at the hospital and was informed that I would no longer
be required to see him. On March 9th I again visited the
eye surgeon and was again fitted with a weaker prism
lens. At this time I was asked what I was doing as the
healing was exceptionaly fast. I told him that I was using
a health machine from HTE called Power Eyes. I was
told to keep using Power Eyes. On April 7th I returned to
the eye specialist's office and was fitted with a very weak
prism lens. On April 14th I removed the prism lens and
noticed a complete recovery. WOW!! In just a little over
two months with the use of POWER EYES my vision had
returned to normal.
James Van Der Haegen
Manager Level Distributor
Prince Albert, SK

Some glasses may start at
$99 to $149 for an average
price range. Glasses help
your vision to be functional. There is not usually
improvement in the eyes themselves with glasses.
Corrective surgery is not guaranteed that it will fix vision
permanently when performed. The cost of this operation
varies from place to place but can begin around $1,000
and continue in cost based on the severity of the
person's vision. Even then, there is no guarantee that a
person's eyes will improve.

Cataract

With all of this in mind, I came to the conclusion that I
had nothing to loose by trying "POWER EYES", and
everything to gain. My name is Beth Olsen and I am a
recent Manager, in Indianapolis, Indiana, and I am happy
to share with you the experience I've had with HTE
Americas Equipment and one of the latest
advancements I've experienced with my vision. We have

used HTE's Equipment since December 2008 and have
seen our health prosper as well as the health of our
animals. As soon as the company came out with Power
Eyes in December 2009, we purchased them and I
began using them in the Spring of 2010. The 5 times I
used Power Eyes, I heard a crackling sound in the
center of my right eye. It was a start of what seemed to
be a cataract. I continued to use it every other day and
once more I experienced the crackling sound in the right
corner of my eye. The next day I could see letters and
lines without a vertical blur. I continue to use POWER
EYES about 3 times a week and am noticing
improvement in the horizontal blur. Thank you HTE for
thinking outside of the box so we can see outside of the
box!
Elizabeth Ann Olsen-Indianapolis
INDIANA

CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE
My first introduction to HTE was
through Jenny Morton from
Woodstock, ON. In hindsight, I
regret that I waited so long to
respond to her invitation to try
the equipment. Since I'm always
open to new avenues of
wellness, one evening in August
2011, I went to see her….no
reason…. just because. I was
very impressed on a few levels,
however the one thing that
induced me to explore further
was the fact that after just 5 minutes on the Advanced
ERE I had some feeling back in my right great toe. I have
no idea why I'd had no feeling there for so long as it was
not discolored and I'm not diabetic so I asked Jenny for
more information.
Two years ago I was informed that I have COPD (chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease) and I must admit that I
was starting to get quite concerned about my breathing
issues. Through my research I discovered the Chi
Machine and HotHouse will help oxygenate the body and
I thought…..what if??? Much to my delight the breathing
has improved substantially. I also went through nearly 2
years of intense fatigue. The tiredness was all consuming
and I felt so much guilt.
Things got further and further behind at home as I went
through the motions of day to day. Every doctor (or specialist) I saw wanted to put me on anti-depressants as all
test results were within normal range. I knew depression
wasn't the problem nor drugs the answer. Jenny had
recently read about a little known syndrome and after
some investigation I found a naturopathic doctor who

dealt with it. He honed in on my adrenals. After 3 months
on his protocol I could feel life coming back. So now we
had a beginning….however I'd lost so much of my stamina. Using the Chi machine and FIR domes has given
much of that back to me. WOW it sure is great to have
energy AND stamina again. I had 2 spots of Basal Cell
carcinoma on my face. Three years ago I let a surgeon
remove one and I decided to work with therapeutic grade
essential oils for the other. The essential oils (mainly
frankincense) certainly held it in check, however it just
wouldn't heal completely. After receiving my SOQI bed I
started to use the FIR domes (one over my head, eyes
covered with a damp cloth) and within days the second
spot totally healed. I was ecstatic.
That was months ago and it's still fine. From time to time
I'll still use a dome over my head. I've been working with
a fine chiropractor for, among other issues, scoliosis on
my right side. It's my belief that the Chi Machine will aid
in moving me along at a faster pace and, in time, replace
all those frequent long trips. The Advanced ERE,
E-Power or Lumbar Cushion are wonderful to use if I
decide to watch a TV program, as I'm able to accomplish
2 things at once. Like most people I'm not without health
challenges. I believe the HTE devices are a marvel of
technology and in many cases a "missing piece" to the
puzzle. My SOQI bed is one place where I DO TOTALLY
RELAX. For me that is a huge issue. I will forever be
grateful for that warm summer evening I decided to visit
Jenny AND to HTE for their amazing devices that have
so much potential.
Judy Chaplin
Supervisor Level Distributor
Innerkip, ON
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CEREBRAL PALSY
Alternative Medical Devices
Walking around a craft fair in
Blaine, MN, the National Sports
center, I came upon a booth
selling medical devices. The
longer I stood there waiting my
turn to ask how much they cost,
the more excited I was getting
and the bigger my eyes were
bulging. The moment finally
came.
'How much does the Chi Machine and the HotHouse
cost? I need to know so I can start saving money.' The
sale person replied, 'You haven't tried them yet.' But I
said 'I do not have the money today.' I just knew that
once I purchase these devices all the great health
benefits I would receive would be great and I can start
reducing my aching health concerns. The sales person
proceeded in giving me a treatment with the Chi
Machine, Electro Reflex Energizer and HotHouse, it was
fantastic! The treatment made me feel calm, relaxed, as
well as energized and I forgot about the aches and pains
I had previously experienced earlier that day. My first
purchase was the HotHouse which provides oxygen and
circulation to the tissues surrounding my internal organs.
My sores on my skin started looking better instantly. My
headaches diminished quickly. This HotHouse is similar
to the devices used in hospitals to treat jaundice in newborn infants. Since I have swelling in my legs and I feel
the HotHouse has been a great relief that my feet and
ankles do not bulge over my shoes anymore. Wow!
This HotHouse I can use in the privacy of my own home.
The next purchase was the Chi Machine which gives
oxygen, energy and circulation to the tissues and
surrounding organs, the 'aerobic oxygen'. Using the Chi
Machine prior to my workouts at the gym has enhanced
my endurance and stamina tremendously. A couple years
later the FIR Pad was available, I hopped on the
bandwagon and bought this to place under me when I
use the HotHouse or by itself to soothe my aching, stiff
muscles and joint down my back. These products have

helped decrease pain, headaches, swelling, and given
me a better nights' sleep. Last year in 2010 a new
supplement, GO GREEN was introduced to me by the
company HTE (Hsin Ten Enterprise) which I use prior to
my workout and now I have increased endurance and
strength that lasts from morning until night. Best of all I
have lost 60lbs and will continue with this routine until my
desired weight loss goal is achieved - but not soon
enough. At the last convention I was able to purchase the
FIR Lumbar Cushion which calms and soothes my
lumbar spine. This cushion comes with an adaptor that I
can use in my car. Great before and after the workout
and long car trips. I also use it in the chair while
performing my job duties.
There are many other products available and when the
funds come my way, I will buy the Electro Reflex
Energizer, Grande SOQI Bed, E-Power, Power Eyes and
more new products that HTE will introduce to me. I am
so excited that there is alternative products that can help
me because I was born with several deformities resulting
from Anencephaly and Cerebral Palsy. Conventional
medicine procedures and medications have proven to be
very difficult for me. I am happy that there are other
alternative devices that have proven to be a good
combination for me. My first accomplishment in life was
my LPN degree and now achieving the use of the SOQI
equipment. An accomplishment not achieved was being
a pediatrician in rehab medicine, but these other two
achievements work well. I was an avid volleyball player
and I had tried hard to qualify for the Olympics to earn a
scholarship to pay for Medical School, but this goal was
not met. So if these SOQI Health Devices from HTE can
benefit me, they can work for any person of all ages and
medical conditions. If there are some minor exceptions, I
can assist and together we work a plan around those
difficulties using these devices. These HTE products do
not intend to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease
or illness.
Anita Sulawske
Distributor Level
Saint Paul, MN

Circulation
I am very
lucky to have
all HTE
devices.
Greetings to
all distributors! We are
at the end of
year 2011
and I would
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like to share with you this unusual experience that
allowed me to appreciate HTE devices even more. It was
for me a period of big challenges. Since the last 3 years,
I had 17 operations in the legs in the hope of restoring a
better flow.
I’ve been using the HTE devices for 4 years now, so I
probably slowed down the disease but not the
symptoms. As there was no circulation at all, the foot
turned black and the pain became intolerable. Doctors
said everything had been done to save my leg.

I had to face the reality of amputating my leg above the
knees on June 2. At this moment begins the process of
recovery and rehabilitation. The pain after the operation
was equally intolerable for over 2 months. After a few
weeks, I started to use the HotHouse, E-Power with the
Energy wand. These contribute to bring me some
wellness. On September 12, I had to go five days a week
in an institution for rehabilitation. I got my prosthesis a
few days after my arrival. Several adjustments were
required. However the pain is so strong that it decreases
my motivation. So I use the Advanced ERE to
desensitize the stump. It improves slightly the situation
but not completely.
During the weekends at home, I use my prosthesis to do
5 minutes on the Chi Machine and 15 to 30 minutes
under the HotHouse daily. I feel the same sensation of
oxygen throughout my body as before the operation. I
have the feeling of my leg as if it were still present. It is
undoubtedly the most extraordinary phenomenon
experienced since the amputation. As the pain is still
present, we find after a series of examinations that there
is a bursitis in the stump which will require an operation
in early 2012 to be able to continue the process of
rehabilitation for a few months more. Know that I dream
of returning to the golf courses next summer, so I'll keep

Ovarian
Cysts
I am very pleased how my
health has turned around
from using these machines.
Here is my story using the
HotHouse. My name is Gina
Young. I was 48 years old
when I had been taken to the ER on Dec. 18th 2008. A
CT scan revealed that I had kidney stones in both
kidneys!! Not fun. I then got a call from the clinic and
they said I needed to come in, something was found on
the CT scan. An ultrasound was done to determine what
it was. There were 3 masses in my ovaries. Ovarian
cancer is what was mentioned, but not for certain, and
not to worry. It's pretty hard not to. I knew Michelle
Allmendinger of Montana who had been to Linda Zellers,
used these machines with her bout with Ovarian Cancer.
Also a girl from Sykeston, had used the HotHouse for 48
hours had encapsulated her tumors. I had to wait 6 days
for the results. I called and got a HotHouse dome from
Michelle's brother, Todd Grager. I figured if I do have
Ovarian Cancer, I am going to get this dome over me for
as long as I can and hopefully I will shrink what ever is in
there. Well, after using it through the night Dec 23rd, my
urine output was greater than my input. I woke up
Christmas Eve morning and my midsection was not as

my motivation to walk with this prosthesis. I am very
lucky to have all these devices. When I am in rehabilitation during the week, I bring the FIR Pad and on Fridays,
Saturdays and Sundays, I use my SOQI Bed at home to
keep me physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually
strong. The Advanced ERE and the E-Power are also
part of my care. Having the opportunity to give myself
some wellness gives me hope. It helps me keep the
focus on my recovery. I am always well supported by my
wife Gilberte who sees that I find my autonomy as much
as possible. She must adapt to all these changes and
keep in touch with all distributors who are also very
encouraging. She was involved in organizing the
mini-convention and it was a success based on the
comments of several people. Gilberte and I wish you all a
"HAPPY NEW YEAR 2012" filled with "HEALTH, PEACE,
LOVE, JOY, HARMONY, ABUNDANCE AND
GRATITUDE FOR EVERYTHING!" Thank you to all my
dear distributors who were very supportive! Thank you
HTE for your support and encouragement in these times
of great challenges.
Your Presidents
Marcel Dallaire et Gilberte Boisvert
President Level Distributor
Gatineau, QC

distended, the veins in my feet were becoming more visible, edema was going away, and my feet were not as
sore. I dreaded walking, each step I took was excruciating. I had more energy. The fear that I had was GONE!
I thought to myself there is something to this HotHouse.
If I do have cancer, I have something that is going to
help me tremendously. I knew then, I was going to buy a
SOQI Bed. I figured, imagine what 3 domes can do for
me and a Chi Machine. We bought one, had it set up in
our house that January. It was discovered that I had
Complex Ovarian Cysts. I needed to come back in 6
weeks to see if they had changed. If not, I was headed
for surgery. I used the machines faithfully 1 hour before
work and sometimes 3 hours after. I went back in
February, had the ultrasound done, and the right cyst
had disappeared and the left shrunk down in size, that
no surgery was necessary. With the help of the Chi
Machine, a large kidney stone was passed March 9th. It
was big, and curved with 2 thorns on it. My twin Peg has
also had good results with the HotHouse that she had
purchased. She has more energy and is dropping water
weight as well. I only wish our triplet brother Dan had
access to these machines sooner because he died of
Congestive Heart Failure on June 1st 2009. The loss was
huge. Thank You HTE and the inventors for these life
giving machines! I am forever grateful!
Gina Young
Manager Level Distributor
Sykeston, ND
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Detoxification
After Medical tests, I was
revealed to have high levels of
mercury stored within my fatty
tissues and major organs.
Patricia and Peter Danchak
introduced me to HTE's
therapeutic products. The Chi
Machine, HotHouse and
Advanced ERE are at the core of my deep cellular
detoxification process, and what a difference they have
made in my life! As an R.N. for over 20 years, I am
amazed at what HTE's Class 2 Medical Devices are
doing for patients suffering from chronic, debilitating

illnesses. Just this month, I was privileged to become a
part of an Integrative Health Care team at a local Health
and Wellness Centre, where I will have the opportunity to
introduce the SOQI Bed, Advanced ERE and E-Power to
new clients. I am so excited! My aim is to encourage
health consumers as well as health professionals to
pursue non-invasive, drug-free and holistic approaches
to health. Thank you HTE! My present goal is to focus on
the SOQI Home Spa Owner Program and the SOQI
BEST Team Concept. I can't wait for the training!
Alison Derer Waechter
Manager Level Distributor
Simcoe, ON

Diabetes

This is very important because diabetes is quickly
becoming an epidemic with more and more people being
diagnosed with it and in danger of having their limbs
amputated. Dr. Cabriales' discovery is that the HotHouse
and the E-Power did not cause non-diabetics to become
hypoglycemic is great news. Dr. Cabriales' research on
the use of the HotHouse and the AlleviAider in the
treatment of sports injuries showed us how powerful
these machines from HTE are in speeding up a person's
healing time. My husband and I have both personally
benefited from all of these wonderful machines HTE has
to offer. Thanks, Peter, for sharing the research
information with us.

On June 14, 2012, the members of my HTE group who
were able to attend, were treated to a presentation by
Peter Poon who came to my house in Calgary to share
the exciting research Dr. Cabriales has conducted in
Mexico, using the HotHouse, the E-Power; and the
AlleviAider. The people who arrived early at the
presentation were given the opportunity to be tested on
the Energy Measurement Device Peter brought with him.
They were able to see where their energy levels were
low and how to use the HTE machines to adjust them.
Peter's presentation on Dr. Cabriales' four years of
research was very interesting and informative. We
learned how Dr. Cabriales used the HotHouse and the
E-Power to save diabetic people from losing their limbs.

Joan Ross
Manager Level Distributor
Calgary, AB

Diabetes
I would like to take this opportunity to share the one testimonial that
particularly took priority this summer. My mother-in-law, Laurence,
who is 85 years old, has had to cope with diabetes and other health
problems for many years. She has greatly benefited from utilizing the
awesome HTE Products since 2009. This summer she lost a big toe
nail due to diabetes. It was healing very slowly and eventually some
infection set in. Although she was fearful of amputation, she
persistently continued to use the Chi Machine and especially many
hours under the HotHouse. To date MOM is so very happy to be able
to share with everyone that her toe is completely HEALED with
absolutely no complications. PRAISE GOD for so many
blessings!!!
Gloria Lepine
Manager Level Distributor
Birch Hills, SK
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Diabetes
My name is Cheryl
Wirch. I live on Broken
Head, First Nation
Reserve. I have six
children and 4
grandchildren. I
purchased a Chi
Machine on January
Cheryl Wirch (on the
left side) and her sister at
2009. My relatives,
the HTE gala in Winnipeg
Norma & Larry Patzer
kept telling me about
this machine that I should try. I kept putting them off, as if
a machine could help my problems! I will never regret
buying that machine. I was diagnosed with diabetes in
2003. My health was failing slowly. I had diabetic ulcers
on my feet. I could barely walk. I was tired, stressed &
had no energy all the time. After 5 days of using the Chi
Machine, the sores on my feet disappeared and I started
feeling better, I also had more energy.
One month later my daughter Shaylee who was 15 years
old took her own life. I didn't want to live anymore.
Depression set in. I lived day by day but continued to use
my machine. No parent should have to bury their child,
they should bury us. I am employed at a gas station and
a restaurant. I work evenings & weekends. After my
daughter passed away, I had to stay busy. As time went

Distributor
Experience
I was looking for a new service
for my clients when I was told
about medical devices. I am a
naturopath and iridologist. After
15 years of practice, even though
I love my work, I needed something new and also to offer
my customers a way to relieve pain without taking too
many supplements, let alone drugs.
The Far infrared treatments and Chi Machine responded
to what I was looking for. I fell in love immediately. I was
sure I could help my clients take care of their health. The
most important is that those I talk to feel it, they know I
am sincere and credible. I know that I offer quality
products and I am confident. Even if I have only been a
distributor for a few months, I have testimonials of
satisfaction and it encourages me. It is the perfect
complement to better serve my customers. Thank you to
Lisa and Gilberte who supported me and always
answered my questions. I am ready to go a long way with
HTE.
Michele Dumas
Manager Level Distributor
Gatineau, QC

on, I noticed a difference in myself. I started telling others
about my machine. Some people laughed at me, others
tried it. I guess others thought like myself in the
beginning. I told everyone that would listen.
I am not getting paid to speak about the machine nor do I
collect any money for profit. I just want people to feel as
good as I do. As an aboriginal person I know our people
are plagued with illness such as diabetes, blood
pressure, etc…
My health has changed drastically in two years. In July I
went for a physical check. My doctor was amazed
because my sugar level was normal. He even thought I
quit smoking as my lungs were clear. He asked what I
was doing. I told him and he acknowledged the Chi
Machine and told me to keep using it. As a physician he
was not allowed to enclose such holistic items. I have
seen amazing results such as thicker hair, normal blood
sugar, low cholesterol, and clearer skin. If I get a
headache I go on the machine. I haven't needed to go to
a chiropractor. Emotionally, it appears to help with my
depression. Folks compliment me; others who haven't
seen me for a long time say they can't believe how good
I look especially after what my family had been through.
I look back and thank the creator for changing my life.
Thanks to a lot of prayers and to my Chi Machine.
May my creator bless you in all you do!
Cheryl Wirch

I am Edna Rogers from Mayfair,
Saskatchewan, Canada. I've
been a rancher and farmer for
43 years. I've been an HTE
distributor for over 9 years.
Getting up front and speaking
was not something I was used to
doing. About 8 years ago I
hosted my first meeting in
Saskatoon. The crowd was large
and I was scared. Shawn from the HTE Canada office
came to support me. As people kept coming, Shawn kept
asking, "Are you alright?" I just knew I had to brace up
and get the message out. Every meeting, since that first
one, kept getting easier. I've done well over a hundred to
date. Today, I'm proud to be the DSM winner for all of
Canada. I recognize the importance of doing DSM
meetings. It draws the people together, keeps distributors
focused and motivated. It allows me to support my group.
HTE supports us with a free door prize that people are
excited about winning. I deeply appreciate the support
that the company is willing to give us. I want to challenge
each of you to go home and begin DSM meetings in your
home towns. Don't think about how far you have to drive,
think about how you can support your teams.
Edna Rogers,
Pearl President Level Distributor
Mayfair, SK
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Distributor Experience
I have a great interest in
staying healthy and young looking. This is so important
to one's quality of life.
Four months ago I was
introduced to the E-Power and
its long list of health benefits.
Little did I know that I would
soon fall in love with the ERE,
Chi Machine, and Far Infrared
HotHouse as well. Why am I so
grateful for all of these innovations? Because of the
increased quality of life they can offer humanity.
The support materials of brochures, testimonial literature,
and DVDs are impressive and a real asset to succeeding
in the business. It is easy to communicate using these
tools. I consider myself successful just by sharing this
vital information with others and allowing people to do as
they wish with this new knowledge.
Most importantly I have fun doing the business. It is
enjoyable to watch people "light up" when they are on
the E-Power. Over and over again I hear about how
people like the "feeling" when the Chi Machine stops and
they just lie there and experience the healing. The ERE

feels fantastic on my feet and the knowledge that the
pound mode is ridding my body of parasites is most
comforting. What a treat it was when we created a mock
SOQI bed, as three of us brought our HotHouse and
lined them up on the floor. Everyone at the meeting got
to experience the expanded radiance of the HotHouse.
It brings joy to my heart every time another person is
happier and healthier from using HTE products. How
many people do I know that would like better health and
more energy? Everyone!
I earned the trip to Dallas this year and I am looking
forward to Las Vegas and other trips. We will continue to
hold large monthly meetings in Reno as well as many
home parties. From these happy customers, Distributors,
Supervisors, and Managers will be created and it will
naturally follow that I become a President in the
company.
The Dalai Lama communicates "What is the meaning of
life? To be happy and useful." I find that my involvement
with HTE and the sharing of these valuable products
enhances the meaning and positive purpose of my life. I
am blessed to be a part of HTE.
Linda Tierney
Las Vegas, NV

Distributor Experience
I am sincerely so grateful and excited
on my promotion to Manager as from
September 1, 2010. My road to
regain health and financial success
and freedom has indeed exceeded all
my expectations. First and foremost I would like to thank
my personal Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ for blessing
me so richly. My prayers have truly been answered. I feel
so proud and honored to be part of my awesome HTE
family.
A heartfelt THANK YOU for all your support and
assistance especially to Karen Cronk, my upline, for all
her tireless never ending leadership and guidance. Not
only is she my sister in Christ but she will always be my
HTE sister. All of the HTE home health devices and
products have indeed been a godsend to me and my
husband Oliver. By using all of these modalities which
we are now the proud owners of; our lives have been
dramatically transformed and enriched forever! Our
bodies have been exceedingly restored to wellness and
good health more day by day. Because our pain and
ailments have been much alleviated to absolutely NO
PAIN at all; and all our stress has been replaced by
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much increased energy, we have been experiencing
much happiness and joy in our daily lives.
We truly believe that we have been blessed with restored
youth and vitality in our lives forever. Praise God!! Our
ultimate commitment is to use our HTE home health
devices FOR THE REST OF OUR LIVES! I am very
grateful and thankful to be able to fulfill my true passion
and call in life and enjoy doing what I love best - my
desire to work with and help people to enhance their
lives and well-being. I feel so blessed and thankful for
this awesome privilege and opportunity; as I continue to
witness the incredible results in the lives of my friends,
neighbors and loved ones as their various ailments are
being alleviated each and every day; and listening to the
many absolutely unbelievable testimonials of how their
bodies are being restored to wellness and good health.
All the honor, praise and glory to God!! Thank you
Jesus!!!
Gloria Lepine
Manager Level Distributor,
Birch Hills, SK

Distributor Experience
Everyone always asks how I got started in natural health,
to which I answer, "The passion was God given." By age
9, I was collecting dandelion greens from the back yard
and during my teenage years I was hiding multi -vitamins
from my mother in my sock drawer, much to her chagrin.
As a wife and mother, my journey turned into a pantry full
of mason jars filled with mysterious herbs for every
ailment, meal and occasion for which my teenaged niece
and nephew were convinced I'd end up jailed. My
husband and I then home schooled our children and I
incorporated my passion into our science and health
classes. We planted herbs, harvested them, dried them,
and made them into salves, ointments, lip balms, and
poultices. Amazingly enough, we managed to raise three
children feeding them healthy and nutritious food and not
one of them has grown a second head. Imagine!
During the past 25 years I have read and studied
hundreds of books, managed a health food store,
participated in numerous seminars, became an ordained
chaplain, a Certified Natural Health Professional and plan
to continue with additional training via several venues.
It is my conviction, that one must address their health
issues physically, emotionally, and spiritually. The three
are intertwined and one affects the other. I also believe
that there is usually more than one right way to
accomplish a person's health goals and my desire is to
help others find the ways that will make their health goals
a reality. I am a follower of Jesus Christ. He is my Lord,
my Savior and my very best friend. When I work with
people, I take their name before the throne of heaven.

This is the very best part of
what I get to do for them.
It was during my quiet time
one day when I prayed and
implored, "Supplements just
don't work for everyone.
There must be something
else." Through an interesting
series of events, the Lord
introduced me to the Chi
Machine and HTE through
Nancy Yoakum. I thank God for her. He knew what I
needed, who I needed, and he knew what my clients
needed. Nancy has been a wonderful coach, teacher
and prayer partner, lifting me up, being my encourager
and mentor.
My success on becoming a President, is largely due to
an incredible success-line of individuals who care more
about bringing hope, health and healing to people, than
they care about a commission cheque. This seems to be
common among the HTE Family and sets them / us / you
apart. It is your sincerity, genuineness and transparency
that makes you approachable, trustworthy and
successful.
I was privileged to be a part of the healing of many
people, yet this one stands out as most touching for me.
Carla Roethlisberger
President Level Distributor
Birch Run, MI

Eczema

went to my myotherapist, Tom Benson, and mentioned
that I was looking for a "green" product for my girlfriend
who wanted to detoxify because of some lymphoma
issues. Tom recommended the "Go Green" and did the
muscle test on me. Of course, I fell over and decided to
take it home. I talked my kid into trying it and low and
behold, the NEXT DAY, the eczema disappeared. It was
unbelievable! About 90% of it was gone and the ropey,
thick skin was flat and all that was left were a few scabs.
The bright redness also disappeared. His face literally
cleared up also. I'm not saying there was no acne but
amazingly his face almost looked clear and was nice and
smooth.
We didn't take "before" pictures because we had no way
of knowing we would have these stupendous results!
I would highly recommend this product to anyone
suffering from eczema and I can tell you from
experience that we have tried everything since he was a
baby.
I thank the man that developed this product; you saved
my kid's skin and his mental well-being!
Catherine Hunt, Distributor Level
Blaine, MN

I am writing in reference to the Go
Green product and the amazing
results we had with my son.
My poor kid has suffered with severe
eczema all his life and he is now 17. When
he reached puberty he was then plagued
with severe acne as well. He pleaded with
me to take him to a dermatologist but I
have been adamant about him using
anything that may have cancer causing
effects even in high dosages with rats. So,
we tried every natural cure and diet we could find to
know avail.
His eczema was so bad on his arms that the skin was
raised, bright red, bleeding and almost ropey looking like
a burn. He was wearing bandages at night so he
wouldn't scratch and make it worse. His face was
completely covered acne. There was no space where
you could even see regular skin. He was desperate and
so was I. He was so embarrassed to go to school and
one morning the eczema was so bad that we had to
bandage his arms to hide and protect. He was using
make-up on his face because he was so sensitive about
how he looked. The day after the bandaging episode I
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FIBROMYALGIA
My name is Shari Widowski
and I would like to share with
you my experiences from
using the HTE wellness
equipment at The Organic
Health & Wellness Center in
Beaver Dam, WI. I share this
information to indicate just
how much this equipment has
improved the quality of my life
and how much it has helped
reverse the symptoms mentioned below. About 7 years
ago, I was diagnosed with Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA), &
Fibromyalgia. The RA seemed to be mild and was
managed with a mild dosage of medication. The
Fibromyalgia however, affected me the worst and
required a high dosage pain medication and muscle
relaxants. To add to these problems, in October of 2010 I
was diagnosed with a somewhat rare pulmonary disease
called Interstitial Lung Disease, which is very rare for
someone my age.
My lung tissue is scarring, and the symptoms include a
chronic cough and shortness of breath. It was
progressing at an alarming rate and it was quite
frightening to think of your breathing being limited to
short breaths and chronic coughing throughout the day
and night. My chest and rib cage always felt like they
were in a vise grip and would not release. Whenever I
would see Brenda Kuhl, the owner of The Organic Health
& Wellness Center, long before my disease was formally
diagnosed, she would share the information and merits
of the SOQI Bed™, Chi Machine®, Reflexology (ERE™),
and E-Power™ with me. I would listen, but truth be told, I
did not believe that this or anything would help me. As
the year went by, my symptoms progressed and my life
seemed to plummet out of control. When Brenda saw me
in despair, she encouraged and offered me free sessions
with the equipment just to see if anything might help. She
was very convincing and wouldn't take no for an answer,
so I finally agreed and we were on our way to the first of
many sessions. This was long before the pulmonary

In February 2012, my
mother Rosina
Matschkal began
feeling extreme pain in her toe and she had to be rushed
to the emergency room. The toe was so sore that she
could not walk. When the doctor examined it, he
concluded that she had contracted Gangrene, a flesh
eating disease. He provided her with a cream, and sent
her on her way mentioning that if it got worse an
amputation would be needed. I immediately put my
mother and her foot under the HotHouse™. She used
the HotHouse™ for two and a half hours twice a day

GANGRENE
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disease diagnosis. Brenda thought the HTE equipment
might ease my symptoms of RA, Fibromyalgia, and
maybe even help my cough. I was on leave from work at
the time because of my health problems. Brenda allowed
me to use the equipment whenever I could come to
Beaver Dam as often or as long as I wanted or needed.
After the very first session, I thought, "Can this be? I can
breathe easier!" And that vise like feeling on my chest
and ribcage was actually gone at that very moment!
Hmm, there must be something here that I can actually
get some help and relief from. I did not have that systemic fatigue and pain. I felt "lighter and free" after just
one session! Brenda explained that when we give the
body what it needs, it will heal itself. I was completely
sold and a new believer. I was allowed to use Brenda's
equipment until I could purchase all of my own equipment. In 2011, I was able to discontinue the use of all my
meds (6 daily dosages) for my Fibromyalgia. I have so
much more energy and the worst part of the chronic
cough has diminished by more than 85% - most weeks
it's negligible. This number continues to climb. The lung
disease I have is controlled by strong medication as well.
About 6 months ago, I found out that I have Asthma, so
weather and air quality play a major role in the severity
of my symptoms. I believe this condition could be much
worse had I not tried HTE's equipment. Every time I see
Brenda, I wholeheartedly thank her for not giving up on
me. I now recommend and share the equipment with
family and friends. One of my friends has severe back
issues with constant pain, and the other has shoulder
problems. After using HTE's equipment, they came away
feeling the same way I did, pain free and able to take on
a new day! When you suffer from a debilitating disease
and chronic pain, it is truly a miracle to stop using pain
medication and really start to live your life again. I have
always been perhaps overly cautious or a "Doubting
Thomas" before believing in something that can work so
quickly and so successfully. I no longer doubt that this
equipment can help anyone who uses it!
Shari Widowski

everyday. By her next doctor's appointment, he told her
how surprised he was with the result of her toe. He told
us the toe had rejuvenated all new tissue. This happened
twice to both feet and both times the HotHouse™ helped
in the treatment of the Gangrene. I enjoy promoting and
working with HTE and their products. The products really
work well in promoting health and the incentives the
company provides are great. I was a SOQI Club Winner
and got awarded with a $150 product voucher!
Renate Matschkal
Supervisor Level Distributor
Laval, QC

HEADACHES
My first experience with the
AlleviAider was at the SOQI
Center HTE meeting in Vadnais
Heights, MN. I had a headache
and asked if I could use the
Alleviator™. I used it on the
base of my head for ten minutes
and then moved it down just a
little onto my neck for 10 more
minutes - and the headache was
completely gone. I had this experience 2 times with
headaches and had the same happy experience.
NO ASPIRIN, which is really good for me and what I
would normally have used both times. Also, when we
were up at Blackduck, MN in February for training with

Linda Zeller, she let us take the AlleviAider to our hotel
room. I used it on my elbow as I was experiencing tennis
elbow and on my wrists as I was having pain and feeling
weakness in my joints. After using the AlleviAider for
three nights in a row, alternating from my elbow to my
wrist, I felt much relief and now I am milking my cow with
absolutely no pain or weakness in my elbow or my
wrists. I used nothing else. My daughter also had a
headache and we got the same results for her too! The
AlleviAider is on my list as my next investment. MUCH
BETTER THAN ASPIRIN! We are hoping to add this to
our SOQI room at The Country Retreat Home soon! I am
thankful to God for giving us the tools we need to better
our health!
Theresa Romo,
Supervisor Level Distributor
Wilson, WI

INDIGESTION
I am better than ever at age 82!!
I walked into the St Thomas
Hospital on November 28, 2007
with a small indigestion problem
in the chest area at age 77. I
had been having this condition
for about 3 months, but it would
go away very fast. Within 10

days I had quadruple bypass surgery. By using the
HotHouse twice a day I helped my body to produce nitric
oxide to help prevent a heart attack and strokes. This is
the reason I believe I am still alive and I am better than
ever at age 82!!
Alan Doan
President Level Distributor
St Thomas, ON

INFLAMMATION
Hello, my name is Jeannine. I
am an independent distributor
since April 2011. I live on the
North Coast in Baie- Comeau, a
beautiful place of the country. I
take this opportunity to thank the
team of Claude and Johanne for
the training and help that they
have given us in early February.
It is almost two years ago, that I was in bad shape
because of old injuries of all kinds, which often goes
untreated. I needed two massages per week. I was
having trouble walking for a long time, chronic muscle
pain, stiffness throughout the body and inflammation.

convinced that all devices would be important for me. I
bought all the devices at my own pace because they
keep me in good health and give me a better quality of
life. I use the devices every day. My favorite device is the
HotHouse. It is a great opportunity to relax and combine
business with pleasure. Following an evaluation with the
EMD, I follow my protocol. By using all the devices, now I
can function better: less pain, less inflammation, more
energy, and vitality. Knowing that it improves health, I
have talked to my relatives about it and now they have
bought and use the devices every day like me. I take
every opportunity to talk to the people I meet. This is my
experience with these wonderful health devices and I
think everyone should have these devices at home.

A friend, who is a massage therapist, bought the SOQI
Bed for her centre and she suggested me to try it in
addition to my massages. I felt so much benefit all over
my body! I have used the SOQI Bed all winter. She told
me that I could have the HotHouse at home and I was

Sincerely,
Jeannine Garon
Supervisor Level Distributor
Baie-Comeau, QC
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INFLAMMATION
I know the Chi Machine and the
Advanced ERE since 2008 from
David Fafard at a conference. I
tried the Chi Machine and the
next day I noticed that my sleep
was much deeper than usual. It
was very good for me: better
quality of sleep, better health.
Subsequently, I was invited to try
the HotHouse. Ah! I was amazed
by the great benefits of relaxation it gave me. I can tell

you one hour under the HotHouse brought me so much
energy that night. The HotHouse reduced the inflammation in my body. If I had pain, I went to use the HotHouse
and everything disappeared. It's wonderful. My greatest
wish is that each home must know the HTE devices that
improve our quality of life. I am always available to share
these quality products to all people around me. I want to
thank HTE for these great inventions. Congratulations to
all of you.
Yolande Cote, Manager Level Distributor
Quebec City, Quebec

INFLAMMATION
The first time I had the
opportunity to see the
devices of HTE was in the
summer of 2007 during a
visit to Bernard and Linda's
in Ste-Adele, Quebec.
Gilberte Boisvert introduced me to these devices.
She was visiting them and
there I tried the SOQI Bed, the Chi Machine and the
Advanced ERE. Although I didn't have any discomfort at
that time, I still enjoyed the energy transmitted by these
devices. It was only in winter 2009, two years later,
during a visit to Colette Demers in Quebec City where I
attended a demonstration of the HTE equipment by
Bernard Royer that I could enjoy the benefits of these
devices again. At that time, I had a persistent pain in my
right knee and I could not walk normally. I had the
opportunity to try the SOQI Bed

by volunteering during the demonstration. After 7 to 8
minutes under the HotHouse, I felt a click in my knee.
When I got off of the SOQI Bed, I felt that the heat was
good for my knee. To my surprise, I was walking differently and with greater ease. That session was convincing
enough for me to decide to buy all HTE equipment for
my own use at home. That's when I decided to become a
"Distributor" in the days that followed my decision. My
greatest desire was to introduce these highly efficient
devices to my family, my friends, and as many people as
possible. The results were quite impressive for many
people who used them regularly and I continue to see
the benefits of these devices on many other people and
myself. I was recently promoted to "Manager Level" and I
am very proud and happy to be part of the wonderful
team of HTE.
Diane Drouin
Manager Level Distributor
Lac Beauport, Québec

Knee pain and severe swollen ankles
I was to have a knee
replacement in June, 2011. I
suffered with a lot of pain in
my knees and had severe
swollen ankles. I took a lot of
pair of pills to combat the
constant pain that I lived with.
I also had cancer.
In February of 2011, while
visiting Ken and Gloria
Arends in Minnesota, I was introduced to the HTE
equipment. I used the ERE. I slept well that night and in
the morning I realized that the swelling had gone down in
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my ankles and I didn't feel the pain as much.
My husband suffers from very poor circulation in his legs
and knees. He has the Chi Machine and HotHouse and
used it. He was also introduced to the ERE and didn't
feel even the slightest tingle when he first used it… and
that was when it was cranked right up! I massaged
Norm's legs often to help with the circulation but now
with the help of the medical devices, his circulation is a
lot better.
Wanda Tilley
Supervisor Level Distributor
Portage La Prairie, MB

Neck Pain
I was introduced to the
Chi Machine in October of
2010. After feeling the Chi
running through my body,
I immediately felt the need
to find out more about the
HTE products. I went to
visit Peter and Pat
Danchak to use their
equipment and was
impressed with the way I
felt after each session.
With the knowledge Peter and Pat had about the
equipment, I could tell they truly wanted to teach people
how to take care of their own health. The thought of
having my own health equipment in my house to help
myself and my family was an awesome idea. After one of
my sessions, I was at the store where everyone was

Neck Pain
Unlike most other Chi Machine users I wasn't introduced
to it, but went looking for it. I am an AtlasPROfilax
practitioner. AtlasPROfilax is the correction of the Atlas
vertebrae, or C1, which releases existing tensions by a
specific massage of the short neck muscles and by doing
so to allow the Atlas to slide back into its original
position, thus starting a self healing, self alignment
process in the body. I work mostly with clients who suffer
from various back, neck, hip, and knee problems. After
the atlas correction it is crucial to support the self-healing
process with any modality that relaxes and releases the
muscles along the spine.
Usually if a client comes in who's atlas is not in the
correct position, i.e. due to whiplash, their neck and back
muscles carry much tension and they usually have a lot
of back pain and problems. I noticed that a couple of new
clients, who's atlas was out a lot, had little to none back
pain problems and their back muscles were very loose,
which is unusual. Both were using the Chi Machine for a

complaining about the weather being cold and damp. I
thought to myself, 'What are they talking about?' After I
left the store I realized that using the HotHouse and Chi
Machine, it obviously left me feeling very relaxed and
brought my temperature up a degree or two, because
usually I'm the one complaining about being cold. I was
going to the chiropractor every week for a few years. By
the third time using the Chi Machine I felt my spine being
adjusted and my neck wasn't sore anymore. My neck
was sore and stiff for about 6 months before buying the
Chi Machine and the chiropractor was not helping my
neck. I knew then that I needed the equipment in my
house and to help other people discover the power to
help themselves to get good health and stay healthy.
Thank you HTE for these lovely pieces of equipment.
Yours truly,
Jenny Morton
Manager Level Distributor
Woodstock, ON

long time. I did some research and was very impressed
by everything I read about the Chi Machine as well as all
the other products. I just wanted to try out the machine
for myself so I could recommend it to my clients. I found
Henry & Hannah Vrugteveen, who were kind enough to
bring all their machines over and explain the business
model.
I signed up for the SUC Express Package before they
left. I personally love using my Chi Machine, especially
after a long day - after 15 min on it I feel great, full of
energy again. What I usually do is I let my clients take
the Chi Machine home to try out for a week or two, so
they don't have to take my word for it, but can experience
it themselves. All my clients are very happy with the
products. One client bought The Chi machine for her
back problems and she not only feels better now, but
sleeps much better as well. The Chi Machine sells itself.
Snjezana Filipovic
Supervisor Level Distributor
Stoney Creek, ON

Neck Pain
This AlleviAider is amazing. I broke my C7 neck bone
over 1 ½ years ago. I've been in pain ever since. Taking
lots of painkillers. Today I tried this laser and it worked
well. My pain was 7 out of 10. After using the laser the
first time it went to 4 out of 10. I like it, I want one. I'm a

construction boilermaker. I'm sure it will help my life get
back to normal. It's compact and easy to use. It's great.
I'm 53 years old.
Robert Sanderson
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OSTEOPOROSIS
In 2006, my wife had been rehabbing for 14 years after a
head on collision. Yes, it helped and kept her out of a
wheelchair, but she still had constant pain. She had to
push herself up after sitting and was bent over till she
crossed room. She had to sleep on her back with pillows
under each arm. Sciatica and osteoarthritis were big
problems. In 2006 (Feb) after taking X-Rays, her doctor
reported she has bone spurs all down her spine and her
cervical and lumbar spine were in the last stages of
osteoarthritis. Therapists kept insisting she stand straight
but as soon as she stopped concentrating on that, she
slumpped. After losing the use of her left arm, she had to
hold it when walking or doing stairs. Pain!
I, Marvin, had less than 50% breathing left because of
asthma. When you are struggling to breathe you can't get
much done on the farm. Life seemed like one step
forward, two steps back. One day a friend called and told
us about the HTE devices. Normally we would have been
skeptical but not when we were at our wits end. We tried
them for 6 days and ordered our own! Three months of
twice daily use and Simonne went off three medications.
1. Meds for total digestive system. 2. Went from 150mg
pain meds to 10mg. 3. Meds for restless leg syndrome.
Plus her carpal tunnel operation was cancelled. My own
breathing was improving. Thank you God! Well, it's never
stopped improving and Simonne said after 8 months I
had stopped snoring and endangering her life by
throwing my arms and legs around in my sleep and I was
out working 8 hours a day.
My wife could now hold her arms over her head and the
2 pillows were gone. Her hips didn't hurt constantly and
her knee was better. No help needed to get out of a
chair. Nine months later, she could stand up straight. No
more sciatica and vitality galore! Her range of motion for
neck and lumbar were about 65% now. After 7 years it is
95%. We continue to use the devices every day and
bring them with us when we travel, which we did recently
when going to a 60th anniversary for 2 aunts who were
both in their 80's and have been using same devices with
great results for osteoporosis, osteoarthritis and not

Simonne Dosch

having to have a knee replacement after all.
Naturally, relatives were curious about how well they
were doing 'What was their secret?' They referred them
to us and when they tried the devices, two people
purchased SOQI Beds plus ERE and E-Power. Another
cousin got the Chi Machine, HotHouse and FIR Pad.
That cousin is now looking forward to getting a SOQI
Bed. Another cousin from USA also purchased a set.
On our way home we stopped at a friends (who had seen
DVD about devices) and they ordered the Chi Machine
and HotHouse. She has pacemaker, so the Advanced
ERE and E-Power were out. From the bottom of our
hearts, we thank God, our friends and HTE for these
miracles. We also thank HTE for all bonus trips we've
enjoyed because of all the people we've been able to
help. It's very heartwarming.
Sincerely,
Marvin Dosch, President Level Distributor
Teulon, MB

spa for a half hour 2 times a day. I
can assure you that after three
weeks, my heel was cured and no
heel pain ever since. I also wanted to mention that
before I knew these health devices, I was vomiting every
three weeks to one month in the evening and at night as
well. Now I don't have nausea at all. I am 80 years old
and my husband is 87 years old and we are still living in
our house. We cannot live without these extraordinary
devices. I challenge all man and woman to get these
devices. Thank you to my two daughters Colette and
Françoise Guenette.
Marie-Reine et Jules Legault
Quebec

OSTEOPOROSIS
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I will tell you my story about my
health. It all started around
October 2008. I had a lot of
osteoporosis in my shoulders. I
was unable to dress by myself.
Then my daughter Colette
Guenette introduced me to the
Chi Machine. I can tell you that immediately I felt the
benefits. Subsequently, I had heel spur (heal pain). I
could hardly walk. As I didn't have the HotHouse yet, my
daughter Françoise insisted that I go for treatment in her

Marvin Dosch

SCIATIC PAIN
My first exposure to HTE was
an advertisement offering a
free 30 minute session on a
SOQI bed. I had a background in holistic health and
was in the process of getting
back into it and the ad
intrigued me enough to check
it out. With coupon in hand I
went to see Aime Hebert at Bonded Health and asked
for my free session. I was so impressed with the concept
and the unit that when Aime invited me to a Gala Dinner I
said yes. At the dinner I heard and met an HTE
President, Bob Nelson of Minneapolis. What attracted me
to Bob was that he had been in the restaurant business
and I still owned a restaurant with my wife. Bob could
understand our frustrations and I still remember him
saying, "Let me encourage you in this. There is life after
the restaurant business." I had already been in the
process of moving myself out of the restaurant and back
into the health field and this was the encouragement that
I needed. I established a company called The Chi House
Wellness Center in Selkirk and opened an office where
we offer a number of holistic heath services including
reflexology, massage, ear candling, pain relief therapy very often combining the use of several different pieces
of equipment and tailoring the therapy to suit the clients
needs. We very often start with the E-Power as Dr. Justo
Cabriales has recommended. It is not uncommon for us
to have a client on the SOQI bed with Advanced ERE
pads on at the same time.

Although, we sell equipment, we find a number of people
are opting to rent for a month or two first. As for
successes, we have seen many. I have to admit I am
addicted to the rush when someone comes into our clinic
with support on both sides because of tremendous sciatic
or back pain and after an hour on the SOQI bed get up
and walk out on their own; or when the client who has
been renting a HotHouse and Chi Machine for the last
two months comes in and says their surgery to remove 2
tumors is cancelled because the surgeon checked them
over and can't find the tumors; or the daycare worker
who put the kids at the daycare on the Chi Machine and
then had to explain to the parents that it was the Chi
Machine not drugs that had calmed the kids down; or my
wife's cousin who came to me with diabetic ulcers on her
legs that had been there for 3 months and after two
weeks on the Chi Machine they were gone and a year
later her doctor says she is no longer a diabetic. Then
there is my wife, who gets on our at home SOQI bed for
an hour every morning. Trust me, you haven't got enough
money to get it away from her. Also important to me are
the friends I have made, especially Dan Bigelow who has
become a great mentor, and the fun I have had because
of my involvement with HTE. A company which if you
haven't noticed is extremely generous and I am so proud
to be associated with them. Reaching Manager is great
and I shall celebrate today, but tomorrow, I start for
President.
Larry Patzer
Manager Level Distributor
Selkirk, Manitoba

SCIATIC PAIN
I was delighted to win the
SOQI Club this month. I
have been using all the
HTE products for my own
health for a number of
years and had talked to
some people about them.
Although I would sell
some machines from time
to time, I had not actively
pursued selling them. This
year I had lent my Chi
Machine to a friend who
was having difficulty sleeping. She experienced such
wonderful results that she decided to buy a machine and
signed up as a distributor. In less then two months she
became a supervisor. She got me thinking about what a
difference these machines can make to a person's health

and life. Many people are living with serious illness and
pain, and as a HTE member it gives me comfort to know
I am able to help them.
As for myself, I had experienced a frozen shoulder and I
could not reach across my desk to answer the phone. I
had sciatic pain in my leg that was unbearable when it
flared up, and I had an issue with dizziness. Sometimes I
could barely sit up from my bed without the room
spinning. These symptoms are gone and I have forgotten
about them, thanks to the devices I use.
It feels so good to have someone tell me how much
better they feel and how much more energy they have
after using their machines. I believe you cannot put a
price on health.
Gail Ingwall
Supervisor Level Distributor
St. Catherine, ON
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SHOULDER INJURY
On Aug 6,
2010, my
mother of
87 years
old took a
severe fall
against a
building
causing all
of her body
weight to
come
Brenda’s mother
down on
her
shoulders and arms. She received two clean breaks and
a fracture to her upper humerus bone. Her surgeon was
unable to determine the condition of her rotary cuff given
that she could not lift her arm, thus giving us three
options. The first was surgery, which would not be
possible due to her age. The second was to put her arm
in a cast and the third was to use a sling until the arm
heals. In order to be able to use the Far infrared on the
break, the third option was chosen.
My mother still lives on the farm by herself and she is
very independent. As we all know this accident could
have been her loss of independence but having so much
confidence in our medical devices we knew it would not
be the end. My sisters, Cindy O'Millian and Lynn Traxler
(also HTE Distributors) and I started with immediate
treatments. We chose the 'no ice' method and started
using therapeutic-grade essential oils, the E-Power and
the HotHouse. The treatment was half hour on the

E-Power two times a day on low (being very cautious
when working with the elderly and monitoring very
closely any side effects). The HotHouse was used in the
first several days up to four hours a day. By day four she
was feeling so good she decided to go visit her grand
daughter who lives two hours away. Going twenty four
hours with no oils or machines caused her to be in
severe pain the next morning. I spent the next eight
hours working with the oils and machines on the reflex
points that are on the Advanced ERE brochure and had
her feeling 75% better by evening.
After day four the HotHouse treatment was then
decreased to only two hours a day. The pain was
significantly reduced and isolated to only the shoulder
and upper arm area, with minimal swelling. She also
had no aches and pains from the fall on the rest of her
body. I believe this was due to using the E-Power given
that the Far infrared was only used to treat the local
area. On day ten, we returned to the surgeon for another
check up. He was very impressed when he took off the
sling and she automatically straightened her arm out.
Most people that have this type of injury would be frozen
with little to no movement in the arm. She is still
improving daily and at week five has 90% range of
motion, as you can see in the photograph of her during
therapy. Thank you HTE for such wonderful devices that
we can use in the comfort of our own home to heal our
bodies from injuries!
Brenda Kuhn
President Level Distributor
New Riegel, OH

SINIUS ALLERGY
I was skeptical.
After 2 years,
Colette came to
my house to
introduce me to
the SOQI
devices. I have
been dealing with
allergies for 35
years. On our
first try with the
Chi Machine and HotHouse, it released a lot of sinus
pressure.
I really enjoyed my first experience with these devices.
Three weeks after using these machines, my sinuses
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have released even more and my breathing has
improved. Now, when I get a cold, it only lasts for a
duration of three days. After each session with the
devices, I feel that it is working. After 5-6 weeks, my
nose has completely cleared. I feel very good and I have
a lot more energy. I feel a change in my mood, and much
more alert. Each morning I wake up with more energy
and I could not live without my SOQI Bed anymore.
Thank you Colette Guénette. You are a little ray of
sunshine and full of energy. I just wish that everyone had
a SOQI Bed at home.
Odette Coulombe
Supervisor Level Distributor
Mont-Laurier, QC

SKIN CANCER
Hello, I am a Manager Level
Distributor with HTE and I have
been using the devices for 5 ½
years now. After a testimonial I
made, many people have asked
me for more details. I have
several trainings as a naturopath and therapist. Healing of
my eye: after only one month
Last July, I was playing tennis
with three men and I got hit with the tennis ball in my left
eye. I was seeing a black dot and like a hair in my eye.
So I went to the optometrist urgently to examine my eye.
After the examination, I was told that I had detachment of
the retina and some other things without telling me. I
asked the optometrist if there is anything that I can do to
help my eye? He said NO, come see me again next
month. I went back home and I immediately took stem
cells, (something that I have used for 5 ½ years). I took 6
capsules daily. Moreover, I used the Power Eyes (15
minutes every night). After one month I went back to see
my optometrist as requested. I did not say anything, I let
her examine my eye again. She asked me: "Mrs
Beaudoin, what did you do?" I said: "Why?" She said:
"Well, I did not tell you but you had four hemorrhages in

your eye last month and now there is nothing". She
asked me for some documentation. Pre-cancer (basal)
skin cancer: After a separation, I found myself with a
(pre-cancer) basal appearance of a white pimple that did
not heal.
My neighbour had the same thing a year before me. The
surgeon wanted to make a hole of 1 inch below my nose.
If you think about one centimeter under the nose, it's a
big hole, so I refused the operation. My dermatologist
was worried. I took the E-Power with the pen and I used
it every day at the beginning and I used an oil that
helped to regenerate. I went back to the dermatologist
again. She examined the basal and she asked me to
come back after two months to do the surgery and I still
refused. I asked her if the basal has grown. She said no.
So I said I will come back to check the basal again in two
months. From experience, HTE devices are great. From
my varied knowledge, I can say that when combined with
other good products, the benefits amplify. For example,
the E-Power amplifies the effect with the use of a mask,
cream and vitamins. Thank you HTE for these wonderful
machines.
Louise Beaudoin, Manager Level Distributor
Drummondville, QC

SKIN CANCER
I am very thankful to HTE for
the changes that I am seeing
in my client's health by using
the Far Infrared equipment. I
have been watching (skeptically) this equipment for about 5
years (yes I am a slower
learner then Jeff Kowalski) and
when we moved to a bigger
location I decided to investigate it seriously for my
clients. I was really excited about what I experienced
when my husband and I met with Carla Roethlisberger,
to learn more about what HTE had to offer. We set up a
room for the SOQI bed in our facility and made stations
for the ERE and the E-power. We toss in the Power Eyes
and Palm Massager for an extra experience. I tell my
clients all the time that one size doesn't fit all as God
made us all different. Well I stand corrected; this equipment meets people wherever you need the help. The
clients that I can get to do the Go Greens are having
amazing differences in their health due to the amount of
potassium from food sources that are in this product.
This makes the liver gallbladder area very happy. I
usually hear: "I can think clearer and have more energy!"
I encourage my clients to do auto ship to get free
shipping and sell some to their friends. I do not focus on
the money aspects. God says in Proverbs 3:5-6 that he
will take care of that. I have an awesome team of folks

under me that have the same philosophy and just want
to help others that pushes me to experiment and learn
more to help them to reach their goals.
Thank You Nancy Yoakum & Carla for the information
you have been giving me to help me learn. Our group is
planning to meet on a regular basis to learn off each
other and to teach regular meetings together to share the
testimonies with as many people that will listen. This
equipment is the health care and preventative health
care of the future in my opinion. I always tell people that
taking care of your health is one of the best gifts you can
give your family. I think the biggest testimony to date is
the gentleman that was dealing with skin cancer that
used all the equipment 3 days per week in our office and
one day told me he noticed skin cells flaking off that
were all dark on the back side so he put them under the
microscope and thought ‘hmm that looks like metal!’ He
used a magnet and the skin cells attached to them just
as he suspected. We had a client recently that had a
nodule on his vocal cords so we ran the AlleviAider over
the vocal cords a handful of times and put him in the
SOQI bed a couple of times and he went back to have
the area scoped. The doctor scoped it twice because he
could not believe it was gone. Praise The Lord! I am very
excited about what my future is to be with HTE!
Kelly J. Sandelius ND
Manager Level Distributor
Cadillac, MI
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SKIN PROBLEMS
Do you sometimes scratch
your head in bewilderment
and wonder if the Chi
Machine really works, or if
the HotHouse is worth the
money? Bob Nelson tells
me that no one has ever
spent more time speculating, researching and
experimenting on the HTE
equipment than I did. Perhaps, like me, you will find it
difficult to invest in expensive products. I am quite thrifty
and it's important to be a good steward of family
finances. If an item I'd like to buy is much over $20, I'll
usually walk away and think about it. If, after a day or
two, I can't live without it, I'll go back and get it. If it's
gone, it's gone. The good news is that I finally did
purchase most of the HTE equipment, and it's been a
win-win situation. If the equipment is routinely used as
directed, you can't lose. It will yield results.
Initially, I began my journey into HTE while feeling very
low on energy and dealing with slight skin lesions on my
face. I attended a meeting at the SOQI Center and used
the equipment. Linda Zeller let me borrow two
HotHouses and a Chi Machine. I found that each time I
relaxed under the Far Infrared (FIR) light therapy, it was
like basking in an oasis of peace. Each session delivered
me from feeling frazzled, overworked, and burdened. As
Linda shared, "It's like being held in the arms of God".
How could anyone walk away from that? Well, how many
"gimmicks for the gullible" have you been saddled with
that end up in your closet or in a garage sale? It
happens, and that is why I totally take my time.
Eventually, I did discover that the Chi Machine,
HotHouse, ERE, E-Power, and the SOQI Bed are in
fact - the real deal. They deliver exactly what is
described in the literature: Oxygen, circulation,
detoxification, pain relief, injury repair, restoration, and

revitalization. They help restore health. Also, the
equipment is well constructed and rarely requires repair.
As for the low mood and skin issues, let me report that
with regular use of this equipment, my moods are more
stable, my skin is healthy and vital, and I feel better than
at any time I can recall. However, there is a protocol to
good health habits. I had to make other changes. For
example, I now consume highly nutritious and organic
food, and significantly reduced refined sugars and carbs like bread. I refrain from all soda pop and caffeinated
beverages, and regularly juice. With a little kick-boxing
for exercise, Go Greens and progesterone cream, I have
a good regimen for healthy living.
In addition, time for quite reflection and spiritual reading
are very important parts of my entire health protocol. Just
as the clean, cool, fresh air that we breathe in fills the
lungs with life, so time with Jesus can reduce strife.
Clearly, much of life seems to be a roller coaster ride.
Whether the ride is on the "Mad Mouse" or the
"Kiddie Coaster", I'm always investigating ways to better
manage the mental, emotional, and physical ups and
downs. Programs like the 12-step meetings of AA, OA,
Emotions Anonymous, and Alanon are a good source of
spiritual grounding and problem solving.
I have three little books that help me. They are entitled:
Quantum Faith, God's Creative Power will work for you,
and God's creative power for healing. Quantum Faith is
brilliant in its explanation of 'things unseen", and how
faith and physics are interrelated. These booklets help
the intellectual "investigator" get closer to the truth. The
more they are read and the scriptures recited, the better.
I hope you've enjoyed my testimony and that you are
encouraged to invest in the HTE equipment. May the
Lord bless and keep you in his most Merciful Heart!
Teri Graham
Manager Level Distributor
Roseville, MN

SKIN PROBLEMS
I have been a medical esthetican
for the past 15 years; dealing with
and treating many skin problems
and skin malfunctions as well as
aging skin from the outside in. I
wanted to integrate the wellness
approach to my skin regimen, as it
truly is the most effective way to regain balance for the
skin. I came across the SOQI system and instantly knew
how integral it would be in the overall anti aging process.
Now I would be able to treat my client's skin issues from
the outside in as well as the inside out! Integrating the
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healing powers of the Far Infrared thermal energy during
my facials has really made the facial treatments that
much more effective. My Registered Massage Therapists
have also incorporated the Far Infrared Thermal therapy
as part of their regimen in treating their patients and our
clients have commented on how much better they have
been feeling. Thanks to HTE, not only am I able to offer
a well rounded service menu integrating beauty, anti
aging and wellness but I have been able to help my
clients improve their overall well being at the same time.
Dina Martins, Supervisor Level Distributor
Woodbridge, Ontario

SLEEP DISORDERS
My friend Gail Ingwall,
introduced me to the Chi
Machine about four years
ago. I remember watching a
DVD about the machine and
other HTE products. What
stuck out in my mind from the
DVD was that cancer cannot
survive in a body that is
properly oxygenated. That
struck me as basic information that everyone should
know about. Although I did not purchase the machine or
become a distributor, the information about a properly
oxygenated body remained in the recesses of my mind.
For the past few years, I've been sleeping an average of
two to three hours per night. I would usually awake by
1:00 or 2:00 a.m., and my sleep was fragmented for the
remainder of the time. I'd get out of bed at 6:00 a.m. not
feeling rested and certainly not looking rested either. I
developed bags and dark circles under my eyes.
Needless to say my energy level was low, and I'd drag
myself through the day.
I spoke to my doctor about this continuous lack of
sufficient sleep, and he prescribed sleeping pills. I then
sought alternative methods of dealing with this issue. I
went to an herbalist, naturopath, and even to an
acupuncturist. I was at my wit's end when I remembered
Gail and the Chi Machine. I borrowed the machine from

SOQI BED
In late December 2008, my wife was invited to an
evening presentation on medical devices of class II.
During the evening she tried the machines and she was
pleasantly surprised by the results and well-being at the
first attempt. On returning home she told me about it with
great enthusiasm. The next evening I tried it and I was
excited too. After a few days we contacted Laura on how
to order. Now, here we are with the SOQI Bed at home
for our own use and family use. We started doing home
parties to promote these devices. HTE devices are of
high quality. They are really wonderful and we get great
results too. It is important to educate people on the
benefits of HTE devices. The Chi Machine has a place in
every home ... For me I lend people a device. For
example I let people rent the Chi Machine for 1 week to
try and the results are good. This got me promoted to
Manager level. I am happy to be part of HTE family.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Jean Paul Emond,
Manager Level Distributor
Drummondville, Quebec

Gail and the results were amazing. Within a period of just
three weeks, the bags and dark circles disappeared, my
energy level increased and most importantly, I went from
sleeping 2 - 3 hours per night to 5 - 6 hours. I was elated
and realized that this little machine works.
After my success with the Chi Machine, I signed on as a
distributor. I felt that it was my duty to share this amazing
product with as many people as possible. I told one of
my friends who had been experiencing excruciating back
pain for a year and a half, about the Chi Machine. He
had attended a chiropractor, had done physiotherapy and
even purchased and used a chair massager. He tried the
Chi Machine and after 3 days, his pain decreased
significantly enough that he was sold and signed on as a
distributor.
I was promoted from distributor to supervisor in two
months. My focus has been on helping others with their
health issues and the business is growing on its own.
My approach to building a business is to share my
results and my distributors' results. I am grateful to Gail
for introducing the Chi Machine to me and to all my
distributors who have allowed me to become a
supervisor and a SOQI Club Winner. My intention is to
work with all of you, so that you too can become
supervisors.
Angela Boucher
Supervisor Level Distributor
Whitby, ON

SOQI BED
My first experience with the Chi
Machine and SOQI Bed was
through my message therapist
Joanne Crosson whom I have
been going to since 2004. Joanne
got me interested in them and I
have to give her a big thank you.
These machines have helped my
health issues immensely. I purchased the SOQI bed, Chi
Machine, and many of the other medical devices in 2012.
I got my neighbour interested after she had fallen and
hurt her hip. After a week or so she started going on the
Chi Machine. She liked it so much that when I would
leave for work (a week at a time) she would take it home
with her. Deb then purchased her own machine. Now
she is waiting for the Bed to be set up so I am just doing
the finishing touches to the room where it is going to be
placed. I am planning on starting a home based business
with my equipment which I will call the Calm Retreat. I
look forward to building my business using these great
machines, to fulfill my life long dream of helping other
people. I would like to thank HTE for such great products. Thanks again.
Donna-Lee Bodnar, Manager Level Distributor
Odessa, SK
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I am Dee Borgardt. I was a
hurting, skeptical person
sitting there on that
September 11, 2009 day. A
rather unreliable source had
strongly encouraged me to
come along with her to an
HTE meeting. I had just taken
my last oxycontin pill for the
day and it was only noon. I
was sipping on an iced coffee, when Judith Bossenbroek
shared her story about how the equipment had made a
drastic improvement in her life. There were only six of us
there. But I had enough doubt for 20 people.
During the meeting, someone with skin cancer and other
issues was on the SOQI Bed. When she got off, she told
us how she was planning to order a HotHouse to go with
her Chi Machine. She felt so much better. Well I boldly
stated that "I would never buy anything that I hadn't tried
or researched." It took a while to get me onto the SOQI
Bed and a little extra propping was needed. I used the
Chi Machine for about 4 minutes about half way through
the 30 minute session. Somewhere in that time I
commented to Judith that she would have to come to my
home to set this up for me. She was thinking of a more
portable table system that she uses to demonstrate the
equipment, when I was thinking SOQI Bed. The
conversation became rather hilarious as we were talking
about two different ideas at the same time. Then I corrected her to think my way! I also told her that I wanted
to purchase one of everything in the store! I KNEW that
this had completely stopped the PAIN I had ENDURED
for the past six to seven years. This got my FULL
attention!!!! We were all cautious that perhaps this was a
reaction to the medicine, but I felt we were onto
something here. She equipped me with a Chi Machine
and a FIR Pad to go home with me while the SOQI
Home Spa was ordered. Another friend lent me a
HotHouse to put with that.
I was scheduled to go to the Mayo Clinic the next
Tuesday, Sept. 15. I cancelled as soon as I returned
home. When Jim returned from work that night he told
me that he would take the vehicle in to have it serviced
for the trip to Rochester. I said it wasn't necessary as I
had cancelled the appointment already. He glared at me
in disbelief!!!!!!! He thought I had taken more medicine
than I should have and that I was really talking funny. I
assured him that I didn't need to see another Doctor as I
had found something to take away the pain. The look of
more disbelief came over his face as I explained what
had happened that afternoon. I said that he would have
to try this to believe it. Normally, Jim had to get me out
and into bed each day for the last fifteen months. We had
invested close to $70,000 into my failing health. I had
been seen and been diagnosed by doctors and
specialists too many to count on two hands. Our own

current doctor had flat out yelled across the desk, "Dee,
you are going to have to learn to live with this!!!!!!!!" Jim
replied, "She IS living with this and it is getting to the
point of being unbearable!!!!! That is when measures
were taken to get Dee into the Mayo Clinic team. For the
past months, I had spent about 12-16 hours sleeping and
just barely getting up to eat and bathe. What could have
brought out this huge change in my health. I had to let
Jim experience this Equipment.
After he tired my little makeshift SOQI Bed Jim felt his
aching back, feel much better. Still questioning if this
would last thru the night and into the next day was the
question. Was it good enough to warrant canceling that
appointment? Well by Monday morning. I was planning
ways to share this with my friends and family. I used our
spare bedroom with a twin bed and the equipment. Cindy
Sherr volunteered her HotHouse and Julie Wyman lent me
her Advanced ERE to add to the Chi Machine and Fir Pad.
I was equipped to help others find relief. I called several
people and setup sessions for them to come and try the
equipment. I let everyone have an hour session. I had
everyone fill out a release form and also an Evaluation
Form. At the last session, number five, I had them fill out
another evaluation form. I then gave them info on the
equipment, on renting it or coming for future sessions. I
have serviced 219 clients to this date and I keep files with
notes on each treatment.
During the course of the first week session, I even
questioned how all this could take place and so fast!!
During one of the sessions with my friend's mother, who
was also a diabetic, I had left the room to get a drink of
water. All of a sudden, I heard crying to turn down the
ERE. On the previous two times she had not even felt a
tingle when I turned up the ERE as far as it would go. She
was so encouraged to be able to feel, as the doctor had
told her that she was likely going to have the feet
amputated. NOW, I was really focused knowing that
others could be helped as drastically as I had been
helped. That lady was Carol Rabe, and she is now a
friend. Carol now owns her own SOQI Bed and has a
future.
I had dealt with my Fibromyalgia, Diabetes, High Blood
Pressure, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Osteo Arthritis and more.
How could this pain disappear so rapidly? This equipment
does do much to relieve pain!!!!!! I am now retired from a
32 year career working in a factory. I worked in pain and I
took a lot of abuse to keep up with the men I worked with.
I guess I am grateful that I was tested with my serious
health challenges, as I am grateful to be a fast start,
manager in 2 months and 15 days. I now can share this
life changing equipment with a vast number of people from
the convenience of my own home.
Dee Borgardt
Manager Level Distributor
Oshkosh, WI

“Testimonial is for personal opinion only, it does not reflect the opinion of HTE Canada.”

